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IINTRODUCTION
With the growing tendency of maturing dramatists to
elaborate sociological themes in developing a play there will
without doubt come a time v;hen the issue, "is the drama a
legitimate medium for sociological material?'' must be thrashed
out. The stage is the channel through which many progressive
ideas and literary vogues have developed, but the purpose of
the drama has but recently included the task of educating the
public. True the comedy of manners may be said to teach or at
least to enlighten the theatre goer as to such minor considera-
tions as drawing-room etiquette or conventional patterns of
repartee, but today the newer and most successful dramas are,
in most instances, those which actually reveal social problems
of broad scope, some of which might otherwise be outside the
intellectual focus of the great American theatre public. There
is then, the very definite possibility of the issue 1 s facing
a future reckoning.
Plays that justify the above statement include, for exam-
ple, "winter set',' that purely sociological drama by Maxwell
Anderson, the theme of which is the after-math of the Sacco
Vanzetti case. ’’They Shall Not Die," based on the famed Scotts-
borough case is another play of this type. Offered to the pub-
lic in the guise of drama, the details of the prosecution, per-
secution, of seven Negro boys accused of rape, served to create

2a sociological document of considerable worth. ’’Mulatto” and
”0n the Left Bank” may also be cited as successful plays the
obvious purpose of which is to educate those who see them to
the conditions existent within the plots.
There are two playwrights of the current period who with
their realistic treatment of given material have opened import-
ant social problems to the American public. These writers sre
Erskine Caldwell and Paul Green. The former’s "Tobacco Road"
is recognized by the serious-minded as an effort on the part
of the author to reveal life and character forces of certain
types of southerners, "poor-whites" of Georgia, to people far
removed from Georgia. Whether or not the deplorable conditions
that are depicted as existing may eventually be improved
through this educating process is an open question. Caldwell
neither exploits nor offers a solution to the problem. He
merely states it. The second author, Paul Green, has made
noteworthy contribution with his plays of Negro life. These
plays, which have appeared over a period of some ten or
more years introduce Negroes, who living in a backward section
of the south, the Atlantic Coast plain of North Carolina,
have not been exposed to educational, social and cultural
influences. It is with Green’s work that we are concerned
and it is the sociological value of his Negro plays that I
shall attempt to define.
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II
A CONSIDERATION OF SOME ASPECTS OF
NEGRO LIFE IN NORTH CAROLINA
1. A Consideration of Some Aspect s of Negro Life in North
Carolina
,
in Foreword to "Lonesome Road ,
"
There are three important factors to be considered before
an analysis of this sort is undertaken. The first is a defini-
tion of "sociological value," What is meant by the words?
In this case they indicate the weight of what Green has
written and the measure of its power to influence understanding,
sympathy and general knowledge for and of the hyphenated
Negro. It is needless to point out that the American-Negro
is a factor of no slight proportion in the social scheme of
this countr^r, and that the opposition directed against his
full participation in the American' s heritage of "the right
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" is based large-
ly on ignorance of his contribution to the progress of the
nation.
As a foreword to "Lonesome Road", a collection of six
plays for the Negro theatre, the author, Paul Green, has
written the following:
"in the so-called humanizing of this vast expanse
(the Atlantic coastal plain of North Carolina) the
Negro--if we view the matter somewhat in panorama--
has borne the brunt of the brutal dirty work. For
more than a hundred years he has built roads there,
leveled hills and forests, plowed the fields,
sweated and groaned forth the great brag crops of

naval stores, of cotton, tobacco, and corn with
little or no reward, material or otherwise.
Living in the vilest of huts, the prey of hi3
own superstition, suspicions and practises, beaten
and forlorn before God Almighty himself, he has strug-
gled helplessly in the clutch of affliction and
pain. He has perished by the thousands in the long
servitude of his white master. Unceasingly he has
matched his strength with the earth that bore him,
going forever in the end to rot unnoticed in the
land he tilled. Through a few winter rains per-
haps a falling head-board strove futilely to tell
that he had been, and then the plow passed over
him and a hill of corn or cotton flourished from
his breast. Such is his story before imagined
justice
.
"in the following pages a first effort is
made to say something of what these people more
recently have suffered and thought and done. For
it seems apparent now th«'t such things are worthy
of record. Doubtless, readers of these plays will
object that they are not generally representative
of the Negro race. They are not meant to be.
Specifically, the chief concern here is with the
more tragic and uneasy side of Negro life as it
has exhibited itself to my notice through a number
of years/^r near a single farm on that coastal
land. Those in search of happier and more cheer-
ful records may find them elsewhere."
Since then Green writes authoritatively and comprehensively
of Negroes and their life in the South, and since revelations
of a race* s life, customs, hopes and ideals in each section
of a given country constitute the social history of that
race, it may be stated that Paul Green 1 s works have a
definite sociological value.
.
.The second thing to be kept in mind is that^the question
So *-( <* f
of,hi story legitimately can be woven into drama; in other
words, whether or not Green’s works are rightly labeled
drama is not important. It suffices to say that dramatic
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critics have accredited his work and if his readers have
different ideas regarding the function of stage material
they must concede that his literary contribution-- call it
drama, essay, dialogue--has important aspects which cannot
be disregarded.
The third point that must be established before we
go further is that breen did not intend to write social
history, nor did he intend that the sociological value of
his plays should stand out as their most striking quality.
Paul Green’ 3 philosophy of literary art precludes any idea
of educating the public, offering a "solution to the problem"
or rousing sympathy for the Negro. Green thinks that the
South lacks great artistry, and that the region so designated
is steeped in rich material that can be utilized for artistic
development. Further he feels that the potential artist has
but to write of what he sees and he produces something that
will, in time, be recognized as art. So Green has simply
written of Negroes as he has seen them. The son of a North
Carolina land owner, when a boy he worked on his father’
s
farm side by side with the field hands. Because he was kind
and friendly to them, they liked and trusted him and were free
to. talk with him. He came to have intimate knowledge of their
lives, acquaintance with the ways and customs of the people
of an alien race. But he was not impelled tt> write of them
for sentimental reasons or to start a movement to free the
black race from economic and social injustices. He wrote
.
because he is a poet, an artist looking for material and
seeking beauty and tragedy in any deep and moving struggle
of human beings.
6
UA poet lives -ex. a super-life. To him the
hunger, pain and doubt of great masses are per-
sonal. He sets himself to be the revealer of
the individual soul, of its agony, its evil will,
its pride, its hurts, its rare moments of spiritual
illumination. "
1
Paul Green has demonstrated these gifts of genius and
is to be particularly commended for having disregarded safe
and conventional models in his creative activity. The south
has never been "hospitable to protesting voices and uncommemora-
tive pens." Early he formulated his literary philosophy of
picturing his subject exactly as it appeared to him. Here the
question of v/hether or not an exact picture is art might
present itself but we are not concerned, as was said before,
with what these plays are but rather vith what they contain,
for it is the content that will give a broader or a different
and more accurate picture of the characters.
Despite opinions to the contrary, Negroes are not all
alike. This is obviously true from the standpoint of indi-
viduals, and as readily apparent with the broader assertion
that Negro groups and classes are very sharply defined. These
group distinctions are recognized by those of all races who
are themselves able to gauge individuals by the standards of
potential worth. There was a time when the Negro who achieved
I
Koch, Frederick, Introduction to Carolina Folk Plays.
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a bit of knowledge, or manifested a spark of ambition was
a notable exception. But with increasing educational facilities
and a gradual breaking down of the most stringent social
barriers, there are widely varying groups of Negroes, socially
speaking. The Negroes of the backward south are largely of
a low economic, social and intellectual status. In some
instances they almost suggest the primitive, judged by their
spiritual attitudes and religious beliefs. Though neither
Green nor his reading public v/ould be so limited in perspective
as to assume that these people are representative of all
Negroes, both would recognize the importance, even the necessity
of one’s knowing something of this class, indeed of all classes
of these people whose interests and efforts in all fields of
human endeavor so conflict as to give rise to the so-called
race problem in America.
In summing up I may reassert that though Paul Green is
primarily a literary artist and t h?t his Negro-American folk-
plays are first planks in the building of a native folk-
theatre, the province of which is to picture not to preach,
the facts that he has documented in artistic form will go a
long way toward the illumination of Negro peasant life and
its relation to all American life and ways of living.
#
Mr. Green has written eleven plays that seem particularly
rich in material bearing on the theme. He has a volume of
short stories, but one story published quite lately in a
highly reputable magazine is so illuminating in its picturing

of the Negro’ s current day problems that I have ventured
to include it though it cannot be authenticall:/- a part of
the subject as indicated. These writings reveal each some
phase of the Negro’s life, ambition, struggle, or personal
code and point of view. It v/ould seem, therefore, that their
sociological value is not to be challenged.
Because there is always the possibility of the reader’
s
getting the impression that the plays of Green and the point
of view enlarged in this paper might be intened to make a
case for all Negroes or all Negroes of North Carolina, all
whites or all Carolina whites, I must say again that Paul
Green has written of the rural, the backwoods Negroes of
North Carolina, whose daily work is toil in the fields and
humble routine tasks. The plays that I shall consider are not
of the "better type” Negro or the Negro whose experiences
parallel those of educated and cultured white people.
Literature has been contributed which presents Negroes of
that social order, literature too, sentimentalizing the
faithful slaves and the devoted "mammies" of a long past
day, literature portraying more or less graphically Negro
educators, social leaders. Each hasits value because in order
fully to comprehend the Negro’s life, we must consider any-
thing written concerning it whether the theme encompasses a
large or a small element of life and life forces.
When in the discussion built around these plays, I am

9constrained to say "The Negro feels in this way," or "The
whites react in this wise," I mean to indicate the feelings
and reactions of the Negroes and the Whites in the region
with which we are concerned- -the rural districts of eastern
North Carolina, where there are no great centers of culture,
no educated Negroes and few white people of broad vision as
we conceive it.
*

2The White Man* 3 Attitude Toward the Negro
Since America is presumably the whit e man 1 s territory,
and since in the south it is the white man who is the menacing
factor against the Negro, it might be well, as indeed logical,
to begin our analysis with a consideration of how the white
man reacts toward the Negro, and what he thinks of him. It
is obvious that the poor white resents the Negroes because in
many instances he feels that he might have had the land held
by Negroes. Simple as that statement may be, it is the basis
of the economic antagonism between the whites and the blacks.
That the Negro, socially and intellectually, should be
"kept in his place, “ is the concensus of opinion by the poor
whites as well as those more stable economically. As the
Colonel pointed out to Abraham in "in Abraham’s Bosom," educa-
tion is not for Negroes, and white people resent a’ Negro's as-
suming any airs about it. This idea is, of course, closely
linked with the economic antagonism mentioned in the paragraph
above- -the whites resent the presence of the colored populace,
they resent even more, any effort of the "niggers" to achieve
anything beyond the day by day toil and hardship. The Negro,
on the other hand, in some instances is acutely conscious*
of his low status and harbors many inarticulate and struggling
ideas toward self-improvement, taking as his model the better
educated and more aspiring whites. Abraham, for example.
< t
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knew that the common whites were his enemies, hut he wanted
to become like the whites of a higher type. But they too
resented his attempts toward progress because in their
estimation, the Negro’s place was exactly where it should be,
at the bottom of the 3cale.
In some instances the Negroes who were struggling, very
blindly to be sure, toward improvement, were encouraged or
humored by the whites from whom they solicited help, but in
these instances. Green reveals that such is the case only
because of some sentimental or personal reason. Abraham, the
central figure of "in Abraham’s Bosom", Pulitzer Prize Play
of 1927, was endowed with a strip of land, was permitted to
open a school for the Negro youngsters, because the old Colonel
felt that he should make some gesture tov/ard the black son who
was, potentially, of far greater worth than his legitimate
white son. In another play, "The End of the Row," Ed Roberts,
a young white man, a farm owner, lent books to Lalie, a colored
girl in his employ, encouraged her to improve herself, even
talked of her going away to college, but "Mr . Ed" thought
education for Negroes in general, was a joke. Coming on
Lalie in the woods where she sat with her face resting on
her knees, Mr. Ed remarked lightly, "Trving to plan out some
way of bettering the nigger race?" Not unkindly did he speak,
but jokingl;/- as such a humorous topic demanded. And later,--
"it’s all foolishness, your plans about going out and educat-
V
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ing the Negroes and teaching school and building up the
community. They don’t want to be lifted up.’ 1 Yet he aided
Lalie in her efforts. But he aided her because he wanted
to establish himself in her good graces. He was laying the
foundation for a more intimate association.
In short, the type of white man portrayed is firm in his
conviction that it is the Negro’ s lot to serve his superior
fellow creatures and do their bidding with no assertion of
his own individuality. He, the inferior, must not indicate
what he thinks or feels if he is conceded the ability to
think and feel in the fashion of others. He may not resent
insult, granted that he can be insulted. This is skillfully
2
shown in the story, Fine Wagon . The white character, the
professor, was a learned man, a professor of sociology, who
was an authority on problems concerning mankind. Yet his
perceptions were so biased that when a Negro and his boy,
eager, anxious to work attempted the job of hauling and
storing wood to his satisfaction, he exhibited utter lack of
understanding. He roundly berated the pair because their
wagon broke down, because their half- starved mules stag ered
under the heavy load. The reader sympathizes with the fact
that the wagon had been bought with great sacrifice though it
was second-hand, that it had been mended with great care, be-
cause the man hoped to get a start after many failures, to
2
Fine Wagon, Short Story, HARPER’S Magazine, March, 1934.
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give his boy an idea of making an honest living. But the
professor insisted that " the darkies" v/ere too lazy to feed
the mules, too shiftless to repair the wagon. in a spirit
of noble generosity he gave them a dollar and sent them away
bullied, defeated.
Such impatience is more often than not directed toward
the 1'Iegro. I repeat that I refer to Negroes of a given
type in this series of portrayals of Mr. Green. Therefore,
any statements y/hich seem to be exaggerated must be limited
by the restrictions that have been set.
In cases similar to the one built up in Fine Wagon
,
there is great difficulty as to the possibility of the Negro’
s
justifying himself and his actions. u Pappy," couldn’t defend
himself, for that would have been "talking back" to the
professor. He couldn’t explain that he had mended the wagon,
the worn-out harness with great effort, that he had as
little food for himself and his family as he had for the
mules. With no money laid by, he could never get a better
wagon, indeed, never pay the balance he ov/ed on the one that
had caused his undoing. Old, tired, underfed mules, old
creaking worn-out wagons have no place in a progressive
e conomi c s cheme
.
Not only do these whites regard the black man as lazy
and shiftless of his own volition, but the 77- seem fairly sure
that potentially he is worthless. Mr. Ed told Lalie, for
example, that Aunt Zella and Nora who had criticized her,

weren 1 t worth the powder and lead that it would take to
“5
kill them. Yet Zella and Nora were average farm-hands, so
called, who never committed any grave wrongs and who worked
hard, but Mr. Ed dismissed their significance, or lack of
it, with this single succinct observation. Negroes, like
mules, were easily replaced and it seemed to Ed that they
and their opinions were of so little account that there was
no use to make an issue of them.
Great stress has been laid on the Negro 1 s inherent sense
of fear. In literary forms of various periods the Negro is
depicted in terror of haunted regions because of the super-
natural forces attracted there, abjectly fearful of his
superiors and of incurring Divine wrath. The white man is
said to look upon the manifestations of fear as weak and
childish so he does not expect the Negro to evidence courage.
In the play "in Aunt Mahal
y
1 s Cabip" the sheriff was sure that
the criminals he was hunting would be found in the swamp, not
in the cabin, because the cabin was haunted and no Negro would
venture near the place. As a matter of fact, at the approach
of the sheriff and the deputy the fugitives crawled under the
s
long unused bed of Aunt Mahaly, the v/itch-woman, years before
in her grave, thus risking the menace of unseen forces and the
very real danger of poisonous spiders and snakes with which
the cabin was infested. This may be offered as proof that
the Negro can and does rise above fear and superstition when

15
necessity demands. That he clings to the old ideas in these
later days is a source of satisfaction to his white neighbors
because it helps them to justify their contention that the
Negro is and ever will be childish, superstitious, ignorant
in every sense of the word.
In the instances noted so far, the breach between the
races has been evidenced, in the main, by an inbred antipathy
which approaches hatred. But there is the element of attraction
which hcss given rise to a great fear, paradoxical as such
a statement appears at first glance. That the moral integrity
of Negro women is a matter of conjecture, a non-debatable
question with most Americans quite Irrespective of the locale
in which they are to be found, has its roots in the fear
of the Negroid elements being absorbed in the Nordic. It
is coming to be realized that there are far too many
thousands of "white Negroes." Hence laws are enacted, which
preventing inter-marriage, keen Negro women on a level with
prostitutes so that their children can make no claim to a
legitimate place in society. The whites, particularly those
of the "deep South" protest to the point of high disorder
when one of their men accords a colored woman, any of the
fidelity, respect or tenderness that he might be expected
to show his wife or white sweetheart. This point is
brought out in the play "The Good Bye" which I shall refer
to later. It suffices to say at this point, that colored
women are feared by the whites, whose women lack, in many

instances, the beauty and physical charm that is the colored
woman’s heritage.
With all their hatred for and antagonism against the
Negro, there are instances in which certain white landowners
or "masters" display an affection for the Negroes under
their supervision. The Colonel felt almost a normal, paternal
pride in Abraham, the person, because he saw so many of his
own qualities reflected in the boy. But for Abraham, the
4Negro, the old man had only deep resentment and impatience.
He was torn between the two emotions, with the antagonism
for the Negro predominating in most cases. There was a
grandson, Abraham* s son, for whose sake he was prompted to
make a gift, but it was some vague sense of duty, not real
love, that prompted the gesture. In many instances, the
white plantation or farm owners look upon the old colored
women with a degree of gruff affection that the Negroes
interpret as love. Granny, the old lady iri”White Dresses"
was sent her snuff, her meat, her "greens" and remembrances
at Christmas. She was called "Granny" by the owner of the
farm on which she lived, she could talk to this white man
with a fair degree of freedom. And the man in turn was all
too aware of her right to do so. Vaguely, these whites to
whom the Negroes were by ties of blood united were aware of
the closeness of their lives, and the great spiritual dif-
ferences that kept them apart. The old colonel looking at
^In Abraham* s Bosom.

his own grandson or Morgan surveying the girl who was his
5
daughter both knew that theirs was a common destiny with
the despised Negroes and knowing that both men were enraged
yet contrite!;/ sympathetic.
We have seen that the whites have a definite idea of
the Negro’s place. They resent his presence because of his
interference with the economic development of the poor
white, yet they concede his worth as a cheap laborer who
dares not protest. They resent him because the women of
his race are a menace to the purity of white society, they
resent the fact that they are in so many instances bound
inextricably with the Negroes through physical alliances.
They think the Negro fundamentally worthless, lazy, indif-
ferent, superstitious and childish, and that any individual
v/ho strive toward improvement must be schooled to conform
to the standard of the rank and file.
.
3The Negro ’ s Attitude Toward the White Man
Having considered the general and the specific attitudes
of the white man toward the Negro in the rural communities
of which Paul Green writes, let us see now how the Negro
reacts to the whites, and what he thinks of the white man
who is allegedly so vastly superior to him. Though the
white people assume, according to the conversations created
by Green, that the Negro has but few thoughts in regard to
problems other than those of food or sex, he does have very
definitely established ideas about the white society in which
he lives, but of which he is, of course, not a part.
The average Negro will concede that the white man is
all powerful. It is the white man who gives him work. It
is work that allows money, no matter how little, and it is
the money that buys food, clothing, snuff and the bare
necessities that one must have. A farm-hand. Bud, said in
pi
reference to the Negro-white question'': ”Yeh, work, work
foh ’em. Git yo’ money and yo’ meat, push on th’ ough,
ax no questions, no sass, keep to yo’ work. 11
Bud voiced the philosophy of all the Negroes who desire
peace and what little security they can establish. The
white man is not only superior in all that is deemed important
economically, but he is able to bring the Negroes to heel
by the simple process of lynching. Thus, fear is one of the
5
In Abraham’ s Bosom.
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chief reactions of the Negro to the whites. He concedes his
inferiority to the whites, and he maintains that feeling
because of a deep rooted fear. Though the ignorant Negro
may not know it, it is this ability to stir up fear in him
that has built up a feeling of power, of importance, in the
poor white, who could give vent to his own feelings most
easily, and with least risk of harm, by imposing on the
inferior Negroes who dared not show any resistance. The
colored man may not understand the psychology of this any
more than the white man is conscious of it. The one demonstrates
power; the other cringes before it. First of all, therefore,
the Negro concedes superiority to the whites, and is impelled
to maintain his humble attitude because of fear.
If the foregoing statements have seemed to indicate
that the concessions to white superiority are but defense
mechanisms, there is room for correction. True, the Negroes
realize that the:/ are much more likely to get along well if
they do not attempt to defy the whites or assert their own
ideas, but aside from that deep in their consciousness, is
the belief that God made the white man superior and the
Negro inferior and that it is wrong for the Negro to question
divine action. Muh Mack, Abraham’ s aunt, voices this idea
with:
"Time you* s learned dat white is white an 1
black is black and God made the white alius to
be bedder’n the black. It was so intended from
de beginnin’
.
s
In Abraham’s Bosom.
•
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Muh Mack v/asn' t bitter in her assertion. She simply
stated a fact, to be accepted by any discerning Negro;she
had neither desire for self-improvement, nor thought of
anything other than danger in connection with her nephew’
3
attempt to rise above his appointed station. Douglas, her
grand-nephew agreed with her that the white man is the
natural "boss ,r but he did register some resentment thereto.
Thus we get three sides of the Negro peasants’ acceptance
of the doctrine of white super iohity. First, from a sense
of fear they agree that the white man is all powerful. Second,
there is the feeling that God has made the white man better
accepted dispassionately and again accepted, as in the
case of Abraham’s son, Douglas, with resentment and bitter-
ness .
These people of whom Green writes are but human, and
though tradition, defeat, limited vision have blunted
their sensitilities
,
bitterness such as Douglas felt
is not uncommon. In the play, "White Dresses',' the old grand-
mother who had seen tragedy as long as she could remember
was not deadened to it. But she recognized the futility of
protest and cautioned her grand-daughter to "smother her
feelings in." And so it is with many of these humble ones.
They are constantly struggling against tragedy in many
forms, poverty, illness, humiliation and sin yet they can do
little in the way of resistance. They cannot escape their
-
21
destiny, they must like Mary, like Douglas "smother their
feelings in."
A very real loyalty is felt and manifested by the
Negro peasants, toward their white employers. As I have
indicated, the bitter and rebellious attitude is rare. In
most instances where the master, as the land-owner is still
often referred to, is half-way considerate of his workers,
he is then accorded great esteem. This may be a carry-over
from the slave period when feudal allegiance was taken for
granted or it may be an outgrowth of the conviction on the
part of the Negro that the white man is superior and, therefore,
entitled to adulation. In any event, there ere indications
of love and loyalty. Abraham loved the Colonel even though
he was cruelly aware of the irony of their relationship as
7father and son. Perhaps, because he had, conventionally,
no father from whom he might expect a measure of kindness
and love, he naturally turned to his real "Daddy" at the
risk of being badly rebuffed. The Negro boy’s plea: "i yo*
son too, you my daddy" was prompted by an innate love that
he had for his white father.
In many instances, the whites and Negroes are so linked
by blood ties that the natural impulse of feeling the kin-
ship, and a high degree of lo7falty toward their relatives
cannot be smothered. That their white kin will treat them as
7
In Abraham’ s Bosom.
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inferiors is accepted by the Negroes, but they love their
white folks just the same. Even the deepest resentment that
may flare out on occasion can be forgotten. For three
years Abraham brooded over the beating that the Colonel had
given him, but there came a time when Abraham said, "Dat
whup don’t hurt no mo’
.
De membrance is passed away. Ain’t
no mo’ bitter gall in heah. Peace. It come all suddent
over me ”

The Attitude of the Old Negro Toward the New
The heading of this section contains the words 11 old"
and "new” in reference to the Negro. I do not mean old or
new chronologically, hut old and new intthe sense of progres-
siveness, from the standpoint of ’'old” and "new" trends of
thought. Of the type I shall call the old Negro is the one
who accepts conditions into which he is born with no thought
toward improvement or development. The element of time is of
slight consequence for in each period there are Negroes born
who are passive in their relation to possible change and
those who are eager to forge ahead with the hope of elevating
the negro’s status. The antagonism that existed between the
two types in the late nineteenth century is evidenced at this
time. Obviously, there has been some progress, but today, as
many yesterdays ago, there are those who quite cheerfully will
live and die, satisfied with a static society, while others
will devote all their energy to the task of progression.
Elements which represent the attitude of the old Negro
toward the new that Green has reflected in his plays are strik-
ingly significant. The most striking is the fact that the old
Negro sees no necessity for, or purpose in .the Negro’ s acquiring
an education. To him education is the peculiar right of the
white man and the idea of a colored man’ s aspiring to it is
nothing short of ridiculous. This reaction against learning
..
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is natural in the light of the old Negro’ s conception of his
worth. We have seen that he feels a marked inferiority. Thus
he believes that it is unnecessary for him to achieve education
because he can' t assimilate it, and, if he could, he would
8 q
have rio cause to use it. Bud and Puny' announced quite as
a matter of fact, that it was courting death to ’’rise up
wid eddication." Said Puny:
"Hunh, rise him up to git a rope roun’ his neck. Nigger’s
place down de bottom. Git buried in he own graveyard, don’t
mind out."
And Bud:
"Give a nigger a book and des’ well shoot him. All
de white folks tell you dat."
Whether these Negroes really thought this, or whether they
simply echoed the sentiments of their white employers is a
point for argument. It is quite certain, however, that they
were so convinced or so intimidated, that they would never aid
or abet a Negro who was striving to improve himself or to im-
prove his race. To them, conditions as they were, might not
be ideal but they were at least safe, and safety was what they
wanted with no reference to the future or the past. Education
was, therefore, too much of a risk to be concerned with. If
some Negroes like Lalie or Abraham wanted to take that risk
that was their responsibility and the result of their foolish
8 /
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notions
.
With the backward type there was no respect at all for
the new Negro or his capabilities. He was looked upon with
scorn, with doubt and certainly with distrust. When Puny
suggested that Abe, because of his developing mind, his natural
powers of leadership and the favor that he held with Colonel
McCranie, might at some time boss them. Bud said:
^Ain’ t no nigger gwine boss me, hoss cake. Split his
head open wid my axe .' 1
If Bud had been pressed to explain he might have said
that he was so antagonistic toward Negro leadership because
he was sure a nigger couldn’t "boss” or possibly because he
didn’ t like Abraham anyway. But the truth of the matter is
that the old Negro types, of which Bud was a representative,
believed that a colored man can only follow instructions. For
him to try to issue them or to attempt to guide anybody is
untolerated presumption. This idea is traceable to the teach-
ings of slave days when master and overseer firmly inculcated
the principle that the Negro is to follow, never to lead. Lazy
and by nature incompetent, he can work under direction of his
superiors, but never under the leadership of his own people,
or even in co-opera uion with Negroes who essay t
o
plan.
Green emphasizes this point lat^r in the play^0 when he
writes of Abraham’s failure to maintain the school. After years
of struggle and repeated failures to see his life ambition
TO
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realized, Abraham finally opened a tiny school. He was, of
course, but poorly educated himself, yet fired with zeal and
a great desire as he expressed it "to raise these people up."
The pupils were indifferent to schooling. When Abraham at-
tempted to discipline them, they complained to their parents,
who were angered at what they considered gross presumption on
the part of a "nigger." It wa.s not the beatings that they
resented, but the fact that Abraham, one who thought himself
"better" had dared to "lay hand on" their children. It never
could have occurred to them that Abraham’s love and hope for
the children surpassed theirs, that he was giving his life that
they might profit. . But there was the strong emotional reaction
against a Negro’ s beating their children for the trifling mis-
demeanor of rebelling against schooling. The whites and the
Negroes were agreed that Abraham was a nuisance. As Puny said:
" Dey ain’t gwine stand foh no nigger beatin’
dere youn ’ uns •
"
Though the old Negro was resentful and distrustful of the
ideas and efforts of the new, he could not help being amused.
This was a childish reaction developing out of their failure
to understand or sympathize with the newer ideas. Puny, for
example, was astonished because Abraham addressed him as "Mr.
Avery." He had to cover his mouth with his cap to keep from
laughing aloud. To him, the ideas of being addressed in any
manner other than "Puny" was ridiculous. Bud was amused at the
sight of Abraham’s book on top of his lunch pail, and Abe’s
••
.
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continued acceptance of short rations. Abe had told the
Colonel that he would go on ’’short rations” to compensate for
the purchase of books for him. This delighted the others who
thought it was so silly of Abe to sacrifice good pea3 and
collards, bread and molasses for a ’Arithmetic book." Books,
titles, were associated with white men only, and to these
lethargic Negroes it was amusing to see a colored man 1 s as-
suming either.
To their minds, improvement or betterment of any kind was
not to be desired. The necessities of l^fe— a shack, rations,
a bit of clothing- -could be had with very little effort. Muh
11
Mach was content with a bit of meat, a bit of snuff, a tune
played on Douglas’ ’’box.” Why, she often worried, did Abraham
work so hard to achieve somet;- ing beyond that? Civil rights,
fairness of opportunity, schooling never worried Muh Mack or
any of the others of her calibre, who were content to live
from day to day. To her mind, Abraham had foolishly lost
several good jobs which would have supported her and the rest
of the family adequately for Muh. ack discounted the value
of independence and pride. Abraham demanded justice. Muh
Mack never thought about being accorded justice. Like Bud,
she reasoned that if you kept your mouth shut you could earn
enough with which to get along. She taunted Abraham for his
great desire to be treated as a man, not as a ’’nigger," and
x
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reminded him time and time again that "white is white and
black is black."
Because of her philosophy, which is characteristic of
the old Negro, it was a foregone conclusion on her part, that
no matter how hard he tried the Negro with new ideas was bound
to fail. As she saw it, everything was against him; it was a
white man’ s world, and failure for the ambitious Negro was
inevitable. All he could do was talk, argued Muh Mack. He
would never do any more than the white man allowedhim to do.
"Mebbe dey will, but you’ s talked yy’ life away, and
it hain’t come to nothin’ said the old woman when Abe,
after years of failure was sure that he had written a speech
that would convince the school board that the colored children
should have a school. In more direct language Muh Mack might
have inquired "Why bother? You will fail." And here again
is shown a weakness within the Negro race. Throughout its
different groupings there are those who v/ill insist that the
Negro is bound to fail and that an affirmative attitude or a
positive effort is ddomed at the start. Muh Mack may honest-'
ly have believed it; but some of her kind resort to the
argument as a sheer rationalization process.
Perhaps there would be a difference in the relationship
betv/een the old and new American Negroes if the former were
not convinced that the latter are intent on imitating the
white men. But because there is no other model by which to
pattern his- desire for improvement, the colored man naturally
•
•
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attempts to acquire those qualities that to him seem most
admirable in the white man. Correct speech, neatness in
dress and appearance, and all the qualities that they observe
in the man higher up, the struggling Negro attempts to achieve.
To the old Negro, this is simply a desire to "be white," not
a legitimate desire at all. The old Negro confuses the ear-
marks of development with the development itself, thus mud-
dling his conception of any worthwhile element involved, and
fostering a thoroughly resentful, discouraging attitude toward
those who are striving toward enlightened progress.
Muh Mack expresses this idea very well in the fifth
scene of" In Abraham’s Bosom" Having upbraided him for a
life spent in "talk" she tells him finally:
11
.You’ s got all de high notions of old Colonel
Mack and de white folks and don’t keer nothing foh jo ’ own..."
It is clearly seen how far Muh Mack was from an adequate in-
terpretation of Abraham’s purpose in life. Her only thought
was that Abraham was so impressed by the fact that he was
half white that he wanted to act like white people, that he
didn’t even care for his own peoplel Again, the old woman
confused the outward visible signs of Abraham’s progress, or
desire for progress, with the true issue. She had not the
foresight or the spiritual capacity to conceive the worth
of her nephev/’ s undertaking. She, and others, believed that
one could never throw off the shackles of being a Negro, that
being a Negro meant that one revolved in a single, limited
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sphere with no possibility of development.
This idea of ever being a Negro was staunchly adhered to
by Douglass. It is understood, of course, that I mean "ever
a Negro" in the sense of not improving the conditions of the
type of the Negro race here involved and not from the stand-
point of racial affiliation. Abraham* s son believed that no
matter what the father did, he would still be enmeshed by
the problems and struggles of the old Negro. According to
Douglass, his father would always maintain the status of a
laborer. But Douglass was blind to the development of soul
and spirit that Abraham was enjoying l While Douglass played
his time away, Abraham was evolving ideas that might have aided
them both and countless others. But Douglass’ only reaction
was:
"Let him read his books and git new ide’ s. Dey won’t
change the nigger in him, not by a damn sight. He’s raght
down working a tenant and dat’ s where he belongs. Git me? Ah
him off tonight makin’ his speeches..."
All these flares against the new Negro meant that there
was a complete misunderstanding between the two groups. The
older type thought the newer were imitating the whites, that
they were unduly and ridiculously interested in education,
that they were trying to "show off." Now as we have said,
in order to initiate ideas for self-development and ultimate
improvement of the race, the Negro who desired to progress
had no model, no criterion but the white man. Those colored
9

people who resented these ideas felt that there was only the
desire to be something that the Negro was not fore-ordained
to be. They could not realize that below the superficial
manifestations of upward development there were fundamental
principles of self-development, dignity, discipline and an
ultimate place in society. Puny, when called wMr. Avery,”
reacted as he did because he felt that Abe was showing off or
being foolishly pretentious in front of three children whom
both men knew well. But Abraham knew that a school--oven if
it was a one-room shack-- demanded a certain dignity, a certain
formality, and he was determined to achieve it.
Abraham did not beat the boy in his school because he
was asserting his authority but because he knew that children
who had no desire to learn and who were not properl?/- encouraged
by their parents must be disciplined by the person in whose
hands their education has been placed. And so on in other
ins tances--the advanced Negro as pictured was honestly attempt-
ing, and in reality is honestly attempting to aid and develop
those whose vision is not as farsighted as "his, . and always
he is rebuffed by the short sighted Negro who insists that
he is trying to act like white, or demons crate some superiority.
It is a childish reaction, and it is a sad one because it
fosters misunderstanding between the so-called ’’old” Negro
and the "new.”

5The Attitude of the New Negro Toward the Old
With what we have noted in the preceding section it
might seem that the so-called new Negro would cease to strug-
gle for the old, or to make efforts for improvement for him-
self, But through the .years the aspiring Negroes have been
determined ro continue a hard battle, despite the opposition
of their own and of the white people. Green has reflected
more of the antagonism of the old toward the new, but the
attitude of the new toward the old bears consideration.
First of all, the new Negro is always characterized by a
restlessness, a desire to rise above his surroundings and ad-
vance. Sometimes the desire is to better the race, sometimes
it is to better the individual. Let us look to the one who
is fired with a desire to better his race, to raise the Negro
to a higher level of intellectual and economic worth. Such
a Negro was Abraham McCranie, one of the most progressive
Negroes portrayed in modern literature. True his ideas and
ideals were not realized but his desire was no less great.
He gave his life to the planning and striving for ways and means
to establish the humblest of school systems in the community
in which he lived. He yearned to make his people conscious
of the need of improvement, to arouse in them an urge for
development. Constantly he tried to fire an interest similar
to his own. In short, Abraham typifies tshe new Negro. It
..
is usually one opposed by many, the one something of a
father to his people, who may be compared with backward,
dull children who have no desire to learn and no sympathy
for the parents’ purpose bn his defeat.
The new Negro looks on his backward kinsmen as people
sleeping without consciousness of their responsibilities.
Abraham, early in the play which chronicles his life, as he
worked on a simple problem in arithmetic, looked over at the
sleeping field- hands, Bud and Puny, and flared:
"Yeh, sleep, sleep, sleep yo’ life away. I
figger foh you, foh me, foh all de black in
de world, to lead em up and out’n ignorance.
Dey don’t listen, dey don’t heah me, dey in
de v/ilderness, don’t wan’ a be lead. Dey
sleep, sleep in bondage "
Abraham didn't think that it was his mission to save all the
people but he did feel that as many black men as tried to
push ahead, so many years more rapidly would . the whole
race develop. He knew that his task was a great one, for
just as the three farm boys slept while he struggled with
arithmetic abstractions so were all the Negroes in his com-
munity passive and asleep to progressive ideas. At the very
moment of his death, Abraham realized the enormity of his
undertaking. Betrayed by his own son, who had never been in
sympathy with him and conscious of defeat, he cried:
"And I end here where I begun. Yet they're a-
sleep, asleep, and I can't wake 'em."
But even after this speech the protagonist’s old faith
returned. He died hoping that his peoole might be saved, be-
•<*
lieving that they would be.
Abe-- (wiping his brow and again speaking in the role
of an educator trying to convince his everlastingly silent
hearers
.
)
tt But they’ll wake up, they’ll wake--acrack of thunder
and deep divided from deep— a light! A light, and it will be! l!
uWe got to be free, freedom of the soul and of the
mind. Ignorance means sin and sin means destruction. (Shoutirg
Fre edoml M
So Abraham, the champion of the newer ideas, died. And
whether he thought that the light would come by divine dis-
pensation or whether he thought that some spirit more power-
ful than his own would awaken his people, is impossible to
say. •
The new Negro is held back by the childishness and in-
difference of the old, but he is strong enough to fight to the
end. The spirit that Abraham displayed has been exemplified
in many notable Negro characters, and when I draw conclusions
of a general nature from the picture of Abrsh am McCranie that
Paul Green has painted, I am not, I think, reading too much
into the lines. Abraham truly represents the purpose that
has been the heritage of those Negroes who have brought
their race fromdarkness at least, to the first stages of en-
lightenment .
Though the Negroes manifesting the new spirit are wise
enough to remain obedient and loyal to the vhites for whom
,*
.
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they work, their attitude is much more matter of fact than
that of the old Negroes. The old Negroes are inclined to refer
to "Mr. Ed" and. "Mr. Archie" with an humbleness amounting to
reverence. This is undoubtedly a carry-over from the slave
period when Negroes were apt to display fierce devotion and
love for their masters. The new Negro is not likely to be-
come so attached to his employer. The relationship, so far as
he is concerned, is limited to that of employer and employee,
with none or few of the emotional reactions. He is, therefore,
12
impatient with those who are still humbly subservient. Lorina,
for instance, thought her grandmother was far too zealous
in her labors for the white family in which she worked. The
girl felt that the old woman demonstrated an almost slavish
devotion, and as an exponent of new thought and progressive
ideas, resented it. Her words were:
"She waits on them Gods of the earth up there same
as if she was a slave. And what thanks does she get? They
alius looking down on you."
Lorina* s attitude against her grandmother’s, indeed
against all Negroes’ catering to the whites, was decidedly
new. In an earlier period it would never have occured to a
girl to resent the whites’ looking down on her grandmother
or to have expressed the thoughts that anybody could do too
much for "folks of quality." This assertion of individuality
is a notable phase of the new attitude.
7
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There is manifested too, impatience with the old Negro’
s
devotion to religion. The modern type is not inclined to
blind faith and full acceptance of the old doctrines. The
slave resorted to prayer in time of need, but his present
day descendant rather inclines to the axiom. "The Lord
„
13
helps him who helps himself. The criminals, hiding in a
swamp cabin, called, with long delayed repentance, for divine
mercy but kept fast hold on their steel weapons of defense.
Most of the efforts of the new type lead to a defensive
14
attitude. Abraham, convinced though he was, of the worth
of his aims, was constantly called upon to justify what he
had said or done. To his foster-mother, Muh Mack, to his
son, Douglas, to Puny and Bud, to all his friends as well as
to his avowed enemies, he had to explain his stand. Not that
it did any good, but it seemed to him that he must make them
„
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see what was to him so oJear. Laly was insulted because she
used correct forms of speech. She must needs defend her
desire to express her thoughts with proper words’. She must
needs make definite statement that because she was interested
in schooling she did not consider herself better than other
girls of her class. This defensive attitude would be anusing
if it were not so-tragic-amusing, because it is ridiculous
for one to be called upon to explain what the world considers
13
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worthwhile, tragic that one should demean oneself to placate
those whom one is trying to aid.
This all resolves itself into the fact that some Negroes,
those of the old type, don’t want to rise to a new level that
presupposes certain inalienable rights. The progressive’s
attitude is primarily one of altruism which all too often
degenerates into a weak, conciliatory stand because of the
opposition by which it is all too often met.
.
6Social and Intellectual Progress of the Negro
In another section, I have shown that the Negro has
demonstrated an urge to progress socially and intellectually.
This progressiveness, as well as the lack of it, reveals it-
self in each generation, within each social group, within
each c ommunity
•
The first American-Negroe s, the slaves imported from
Africa, were not in a position to be acutely conscious of
their lacks, for to the bondsmen it must have seemed that
there could never be the possibility of their gaining sociolog
ical status in the new world. But in the early days of
acquired freedom, the struggle for economic and social develop
ment took root and the Negroes who might then have been progre
ive went, however haltingly, into action. In each succeed-
ing period, some imbued with the fervent desire to climb and
lift, stood out among the passive thousands. Some of these
fore-runners of our so-called new Negro, fourd ed schools,
built churches, others seeking to establish freedom of oppor-
tunity for the Negro at large, entered the field of politics;
their voices were heard in State Senates and in the National
Congress. These individuals were comparatively few in number
and far-advanced, and did not reveal the desire for humble
progress as it was manifested by the average freedman, certain
ly not by the backwoods Negro destined never to travel beyond

a small circumscribed area. Within the most isolated regions
there were those who yearned to rise above the sordid level
in which they were born; in whose hearts and minds there was
39
an urge for development. Since Green writes of such folk,
it is with their evidences of progressiveness that we are
concerned. Often the outer manifestation of the inner con-
sciousness of the need of development seems ridiculously or
pitifully small, but it must be remembered that progress and
the personal desire for it are relative.
One of the first signs of a progressive flare in a race,
a group, or an individual, is the desire to enlarge the pos-
sibility of social contacts. The earlier type peasant toiled
in the fields by day, and alone or in small groups gathered
together, prayed by night, but the later day individual
takes ever increasing interest in the lighter sides of life.
Since the Negro* s status has changed from that of slave to
paid worker, there is, no matter how small his job, his idea
of time for work and time for play. True, this leisure was
and is often utilized in a fashion far from ideal, but there
is, at least, a veering away from dull routine. No life is
full when its span is wholly taken up in the pursuit of one
activity whether it be toil or recreation. Thus, the idea of
interest in the "good times" of which Lorina spoke suggests
the broadening of Negro folk-life. Lorina is an excelUe nt
example, for though her "off time" was spent in rather question-
0
able frivolities, the girl recognized the need of relaxation
after a hard week in the fields. She told her sister, Ila:
u
’Tain’t for me to hoe cotton all week and
not to make use of Sadd’y night for a good time when it does
come . . .
.
"
11 Things is chm ged. Young folks is going to have
pleasure this day and time.
'
Douglass McCranie, though he did not work steadily, felt
the necessity for occasional gay times if for no other reason
than to forget the bitterness he felt against the social
scheme in which he had no share. He is not a perfect illus-
tration of the point involved, but he does show advance over
the old Negro, who believed that life involved work and work
only.
Even if these people who branch out into other interests
1
6
become involved in what granny was pleased to designate as
carryings-on, they are at least making a positive gesture at
expanding their lives. In time, those who are somewhat in-
discreet in their choice of entertainment will come to
17
realize, like Ila, that there are better things to be done
with one’s time. But if they never make the positive effort,
they will never come to the point of formulating some code,
some sense of values, no matter how rough or crude.
TE
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In several instances Green has pointed to the fact that
Negroes have come to attach more dignit:/ to their labor, even
if it is a matter of that labor* s being nothing more than
picking cotton, or hoeing in the fields. Or, if the incidents
that will be noted do not tend to prove that the labor is
given more dignity, they will undoubtedly show that the
laborers, that is, the laborers who are representative of the
progressive types, have assumed more dignit:/ in their pursuit
18
of the work at hand. Lucille, for example, wore patent
leather shoes as she worked in the fields. Granted that patent
leather is hardly a suitable material for a working shoe, it
must be admitted that Lucille showed a decided advance over
19
Aunt Zella who worked barefooted and picked at the soles of
her feet while she ate her lunch. There is really no reason
why a Negro farmhand should not wear shoes. His peers who
work in the factories wear shoes. His vocation is no less
worthy/ of the dignity of shoes and decent clothing.
Nora, Aunt Zella* s daughter, wore gloves to protect her
hands. This in itself is significant, for it 3hows a pride
in personal appearance. Nora did not rebel against her humble
task, but she saw no reason why she should not cultivate a
well-kept appearance. Green describes Lalie as being clean
and well-dressed when she appeared on the scene. In short,
18
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the picture we have of Mary, Lalie, Lucille and Nora is that
of a group of modern-day girls whose work is that of the farm.
The significant point is that they have work, not that it is
farm work. Therefore, these girls have dignified their labor
to the extent of appearing in clean clothes, wearing shoes and
gloves and assuming their task with the same spirit as that
shown by the mill and factory workers. How different a picture
this is from the average concept ionl Negro girls in a field
l
Immediately we visualize ragged, dirty, barefoot girls whose
mental reaction to their task is either one of indifference
or sullen distaste. The characters in The End of the Row
may not have deemed their job the most ideal in the world,
but at least they regarded it in terms of a decent way to make
a living.
Dignity and pride in labor can be established as definite
aspects of progressiveness. Regarding what one has to do as
a necessary evil is not only a lazy reaction but a static
one, which holds back the individual. But when Negroes like
Abraham take pride in their acres of land, when field hands
dignify their work as a decent task, there is real growth.
For those Negroes are thoughtful and can grasp the newer
philosophy as it is expounded. In other words, they are far
removed from the impassive slave, or the equally impassive
"old Negro" and are approximating the alert "modern" who sees
the necessity of doing his appointed task well, thus laying
the foundation for something better.
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In the efforts for improvement of physical appearance we
can discern a desire to advance, to come nearer to the white 1 s
accepted standards. For, consciously or unconsciously, the
Negro aspires to an equal placing by his fellow American.
He does not desire "social equality" so called by the alarmists
who constantly harangue about "the rising tide of color,"
"the black peril" and other-wise termed encroachments on
white supremacy. What he does rightfully demand is civic
equality and equality of opportunity. The word "social"
is used in the sense of acceptance of inter-marriage
,
and close personal inclusion in the
intimate life of both races. The Negro of most progressive
type, or we may say, of the sanest type is not concerned with
this, but does aspire to an equality of manhood and womanhood,
through which he may be accorded justice and a square deal.
For this idea, some of his gestures toward physical improve-
ment are, without doubt, responsible. Having no criterion
the
other than that of/ white man, the Negro is forced to duplica-
tion, even in the matter of personal appearance and adornment.
He imitates because he is striving to parallel. We see then
another manifestation of progressiveness in the effort of
this minority group to approximate the appearance of the
majority in so far as it is possible.
20
Enos, for example, spent a dollar and a half to get his
hair straightened. He was well aware of the fact that it
wouldn’t "last," but he felt that it improved his appearance,
2U
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temporarily. Ho knew that it would please Pheelie, and the
fact that he could achieve the straight hair that was the
natural heritage of the white man, flattered his ego. He,
a black boy with his naturally kinky hair combed back in a
straight pompadour, was, for one Sunday afternoon, at least,
able to enjoy the tonsorial perfection of the Nordic. Since
Pheelie enjoyed the effect, and since Enos felt an added
measure of assurance, a very definite phase of progressive-
ness, he was bolder in his insistence that she change her
mind and "take a small drive befo 1 church begun." At first
glance, this may not seem significant, but if it be taken
into account that Enos stood somewhat in awe of Pheelie, and
that her resistance to his pleas was lowered as her pride
in his appearance was increased, we can reckon on the value of
physical aspects as sociological, indeed social factors in
development. It is safe to say that the nearer the Negro ap-
proaches his set standard of perfection of appearance, the
more a:g?essive he becomes in his efforts to achieve personal
aims and through them higher goals. Enos had dreams for the
future if Pheelie would but agree to cast her lot with his.
21
Enos: 1 I tells you. Sugar- lump, if we stays with him
(Mr. Pearson for whom Enos worked) an 1 do right, some dese days
wo gwine have money to take dem dere trips you vmnts to.”
Again let it be emphasized that while the incident cited
is purely symbolic it is practical since it points to the
conclusion that the Negro is ever modelling his life, all his
21
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aims after the fashion of the white American and as his
modelling is successful he makes progress in the realization
not only of personal desires, but toward the attainment of
long- sought values.
I have notied some evidences of intellectual and educat-
ional progress earlier in this consideration. Let' us now
consider specifically some of the manifestations of this
22intellectual growth. Quite obviously, Abraham is the chief
one of Green 1 s characters who struggles for learning with
the idea of helping others of his race. For Abraham not
only wanted to learn, he wanted to teach. He recognized the
need for schooling, he recognized the benefits of education--
in short, he knew that his peoole must absorb some of the
fundamentals of learning before they could escape the absolute
tyranny of the dominant whites. With no idea of being better,
in the sense of snobbishly superior, Abraham opened a school,
tried to conduct it with sane of the formality and routine
of the schools of which he had but scant knowledge. The
fact that his project failed, does not detract from the
greatness of his purpose nor the progressiveness of his
point of view.
23
Lalie> too, believed firmly in the good effects of
education on her people, if they could only be exposed to
them. She spoke carefully end well, she read books bn rural
22
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schools and methods of teaching. She was honestly concerned
with the future of those who for it themselves had no concern.
She planned to go to college that she might he better equipped
to teach the people whom she was resolved to help. Lalie,
’ %
like Abraham, was defeated by circumstances over which she had
no control, but here again it is seen that the failure does
not detract from the character’s depth of purpose and desire
nor lessen the general awareness of the need of leaders of
still broader vision and aim.
Mr. Green has indicated intellectual consciousness and
growth on the part of the Negro in the speech of some character
v/hose words he has made clear-cut, with no trace of dialect.
In The Prayer Meeting
,
the latter scenes of In Abraham* s Bosom
,
The End of the Roy;
,
The Goodbye
,
there are examples of almost
g4pure English, of good quality. Lalie ‘said '‘isn’t’ 1 with
her listeners evincing no surprise; one of them, Lucille,
used the word hypocrite without conscious effort. In The
Goodbye
,
there Is nothing in the speech of the woman to indi-
cate that she is a Negro. She is even represented as correct-
ing the diction of her young son, who in the excitement of
preparing for a long trip on a much talked-of train, forgets
what he has been taught. Through what mediums such improve-
ment has come is a matter of conjecture since the rural
schools are highly inadequate. It can only be said that
there is, as illustrated in the plays, a noticeable growth
23
End of the Row.
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in the Negro peasants’ power of expression.
25
If We are to take Ed’ s ^ attitude toward Lalie as a
typical reaction of the fair-minded white man toward intellect-
ual growth of the Negro, it may be said that the latter’s
salvation lies in education. Ed esteemed Lalie, though he
was passionately attracted to her. |<He told her that she was
the finest girl he had ever known, and by far, the smartest.
Ed may not have known many white girls, or he may have
over-estimate Lalie ’ s worth because since she was colored,
not so much was expected of her, but the fact that he accorded
her actual respect and courtesy (he protested because she
stood while he sat as they talked) is significant. It indi-
cates that through education and the dignity and assurance
which are its by-products, the Negro of even the most back-
ward type can eventually command the respect not only of
his immediate neighbors but of all his countrymen. The
mental lethargy tha*t enthralls the Negro in the mass must be
cast aside before he can hope to secure and hold a place of
security in American society.
*
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7Inter-Racial Alliances
Knowing only the most elementary facts of biology one
can readily see that, long ago, miscegenation took deep root
in this country. The evidence is the presence in America of
thousands of mulattoes, colored people, with various and
varying physical and mental characteristics of blended races.
There is an even more tragic group, the greater part white
Negroes, who with fair skin, delicate features, often with
light hair and blue eyes cannot truly be said to belong
either to the one side' or the other. Within these people of
cross strain origin is the conflict of white opposed to black.
That Green with the penetrating vision of the inspired poet
has caught and pictured this is shown in the opening scene of
In Abrahan ' s Bosom .
Bud: “Whites an’ blacks make bad mixtry."
Lige: “Do dat. (Thumping on his chest.) Nigger down
heah. tThumping on his head) White mens up heah. Heart
say do one thing, head say 1 nudder. Bad, bad."
Puny: “De white blood in *im cornin' to de top. Dat
make ’im wan' a climb up an 1 be sump’n. Nigger gwine hoi’
* im down dough. Part o’ *Lm take adder de Cclone, he pappy,
part adder he Ma, vision and misery inside.
"
The economic status of the Carolina Negroes of whom
Green writes is such that those who are predominately white

(we refer to those who actually look white) cannot, assuming
that they so desire, break away fromtheir group. They are
forced to stay in the commuhi ties native to them because they
1
1
have not the means, often, not the initiative with which to
strike out for themselves in another locale. In most instances,
they are potentially intelligent people whose lives might have
been definitely creative if they were away from their original
environment. The struggle to which I have referred and to
which Bud and Lije referred is in reality a bitter one, for
restlessness, frustration, deep resentment are elements that
characterize these people who cannot honestly be designated
as white, and yet who are far removed from being pure Negroes.
25
Mary, for example, looked at herself and mused: "i don’t
look like a common nigger do I?" And upon her grandmother’s
assurance that she did not she continued: "i been thinking a
whole heap, lately. If I was to go ’way off, the people might
think I was real white folks, wouldn’t they?"
And there is the supreme irony of the struggle. For though
the girl did look white she was in no position to leave her
black grandmother, and even if that had been possible, she was
not prepared to assume a place in white society. She was trapped
in her destiny as a Negro. Despite her love for the white boy
she was hastened into marriage v/ith a black farm hand whom she
had always found extremol:/ distasteful. There is no spiritual,
no physical escape for the Negro of this predicament.
2T5“
White Dresses.
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There is an equally difficult time for the Negro who tries
to escape the limitations set upon the Negro 1 s development.
Abraham was driven to devote his life to efforts toward obtain-
ing education for Negroes because of the white blood that was
in him. He knew that the Negro should be given a chance. He
knew that he himself deserved a chance. But his life was
characterized by bitter frustration which he felt perhaps even
more keenly than a black man, a pure Negro, might have because
he reasoned deep within himself that, as a white man’s son,
i
he was due mor§ consideration. He did not feel that he was
superior becai se of his white blood, but he had the inherent
consciousness that if white men warranted certain consideration!
then- he, as a man partially white, should be accorded some
measure of understanding of his efforts. There is, then to be
the
considered psychology of these Negroes who are part white, a
psychology which includes the unhappy battling of elements
within those who are endowed with the 'blood of two opposing
races
.
The modern writer who has most forcefully reflected the
possible disaster that follows in the wake of such unfortunate
alliances is T.S. Stribling whose trilogy 6 dealing with the
history of the Alabama family of Vaidens, shows how tragic
the interminglings of whites and blacks can be. There are
instances of the Negroes and whites who are related encounter-
ing common tragedy of experience. Though Green may not have
^Unfinished Gn fried raJL _____ _

intended to do so, he has shown a great many phases of the
same sorts of conditions. The girl, Mary of the play.
White Dresses, was deeply in love with, and in danger of giving
herself to, her own brother. That theme is, according to
critics, an old one, but it is never revived without its re-
ceiving a deal of sympathetic thought. That these Negroes
and whites are so often linked by blood ties that can never
be made legitimate, that these Negroes are possessed of some-
thing of the same heritage that falls to their white kinsmen bat
can never rise above the level of illegitimate inferiors,
these are facts that are bitter*
27
Abraham- killed his half brother, Lenny, the white son
of the old Colonel, after whose death Lonny assumed control.
Half crazed by disappointment, ill health and fear, incensed
at Lonny* s cruel domination, Abraham murdered him, committed
“the horrible sin of killing his own flesh and blood."
Abraham: 11 Oh Laud God! I’m anudder Cain. I tell you
I-I-scrushed his head in and beat it till I put out de stars
wid blood. Mercyl Mercy !' 1
Such tragedies may be traced directly to the conflicting
elements in the Negroe's make-up which call out for recognition
and faip play*
27
In Abraham' s Bosom.

8Religious Beliefs end Superstitious Traditions
The Negro has always been accredited with great piety.
His religion has been the most deeply rooted element of his
individual make-up and his racial background. His devotion
to prayer and to his God, his hymns, his spirituals are all
evidences of an almost unparelleled religious fervor. Both
the old and the new Negro display this great faith. The
difference is that the old type feels that God has made the
Negro and planned his placing as an inferior in this world;
but his elevation to full, perhaps even super-equality in
Heaven. Relying on the Biblical assurance that, "The first
shall be last, and the last shall be first ,' 1 the old Negro is
content to wait, and has little or no urge to better his
status in the mundane scheme. The new Negro manifests a belief
in God but assumes some responsibility in the moulding ofhis
destiny. He is more positive in his reaction to Divine forces.
He is willing and anxious to help himself. This does not mean
that he takes an arrogant attitude but that he sees the wisdom
of bestirring himself the while he calls on God for strength
and guidance.
28
Abraham was for a long time bitter in his denunciation
of the Divine. Abe: "De white man up dere high, settin’ up
wid God, up dere in his favor. He git eve’ thing, nigger git
de scraps, leavin’ s. (Flaring out.) Ain’t no God foh de
TVS
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nigger, dat’ s white man’s God. Dat come to me down in de
new ground."
But the bitterness passed with the realization that he
had not been entirely forgotten by God, who a skeptic might
remark, made the guilty conscience of the Colonel the agency
or the medium through which Abraham came into possession of
a bit of this world’s goods and renewed faith in forces,
human and divine. Then Abraham, renewed in spirit, prayed:
"We little chillun, and you pow’ful. You de Almighty,
us de dust in dy hand. Us po’ and weak, us nothing.
Laic de grasshopper, lak de po’ fee-lark, swept away
in de storm. Man gut no strength in ’urn, no muscle
kin raise him, ' cepting yo’ power. He walk in de
wind, de wind take ’ im away. Let dere be fiah, and
the fiah burn 'um. It devour ’ im. Samel lak de
broomstraw he fall befo’ it. Man cain’ t stand. He
lost, lost Heah us, he ah us, heah me dis day,
heah my po’ prayer. Pohgive me my sins, my blasphemy.
Wipe out de evil o’ my weeked days. Purify, make
clean, fohgit de ’membrance o’ my transgression. Now
heah I do humble down, I do confess. Lifet me, raise
me, up, up l, Re’ch down yo' hand and gimme
stren’ th. Now I draw nigh, I feel yo' sperrit.
Save me, save me now l,"
From this prayer, we see that Abraham’ s rebellion
against God was only a short-lived resentment occasioned by
bitter disappointment. With the return of hope came his old
submission and always until his tragic end he displayed un-
wavering faith in the power of the Divine. There are those
who deem such faith one of the unmistakeable evidences of
the Negro's childishness. They are apt to suggest, even
assert that the Negro is anyway a child-like creature, given
i
to laughter, to song, to an unquestioning acceptance of all

that is to be. They smile at the staunchness of his faith
in God. What they must sub-consciously feel is that any
race which has been so persecuted, so maligned, so exploited
and yet retains its devotion to an all-wise and all-powerful
God must be as a child. But again there are those who discern
that strong Negroes are not childish, they are merely humble.
Perhaps there is within the humble a vague recall of a sermon
preached on a mountain long ago. Perhaps their physical
prowess or their moral determination is no less great than
that of those who are not deemed childish by their fellow men.
Every people has its superstitions and its traditional be-
liefs. The Negroes, far from being an exception, can probably
boast a richer store of tradition than any other racial group;
certainly more than an? other hyphenated Americans. It is be-
cause so many of the simply innocuous elements have been
caught and mirrored that Green’ s plays approximate genuine folk'
drama
.
I
The Prayer-Meeting is built around the idea long held by
the superstitious minded that there are persons endowed with
the peculiar gift of evoking Divine wrath. Granny is depicted
as having this super-human power. Returning to her home when
not expected by her worldly grand-daughters, the pious old
woman was enraged, that under the guise of a prayer meeting,
conducted by a local preacher, the girls were really, in
modern parlance* ’’Throwing a wild party." Against the errant
churchman Granny hurled
:
--
.
.
:
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"Oh, Lawd God, I cusses Joe Day wid fiah
an' brimstone foevah an’ evah to bu’n in hell.
....Give him no rest by day or night. Let him die
inch by inch, and his body rot piece by piece 1.
Make him to see visions of de debbil alius after him
breavin 1 coals of fiahl Send de thunder an 1 de
lightnin 1 to bust open his grave when he dies
and strew his bones in de stormy wind. I cuss
him and cuss him an 1 sets de wraff of God upon
his soul till de end o 1 time. Amen 1 Lawd, my
Jesus.
"
Erother Day’s reaction to the "cuss" is shown in the
stage directions and the words accredited to him by the author.
"Granny points a thin black finger at him, and he backs
away from her, his eyes rolling in fear."
Brother Day: (With weak braggadocio.) "Don’t you do
that, don’t you put no cuss on me."
And v/hen she had ceased speaking, "Brother Day" looks
around him, hesitates and then suddenly dashes through the
door at the left and into the night The others go out
after him, mumbling and pushing as they go.
Though the more advanced Abraham McCranie insisted that
signs, "cussed" and the like were the reasonings of the blind
ignorant folk, the majority of his people believed firmly
in the inherited superstitions. His wife, Goldie, was
terrified to the point of hysteria when he carried a hoe into
the house, for to her, a hoe in the house portended bad luck,
dire disaster.
Witchcraft was, to a great extent, exploited by the old
Negroes of the backward South. Through the aid of unseen
powers of darkness, one was thought to be able to conquer one’s
.•
•
enemies, to gain favor in love affairs and to secure information
otherwise unavailable. One method of procedure was to secure
a charm from a sorceress or a voodoo man, bring the offering
into one’s home, burn it at an appointed hour and be rewarded
by the appearance of witches or of ”han’ ts’,1 spirits of the
departed, who would answer unerringly the questions put to
them. We are able to participate in such a revelation
through Supper for the Dead . The swamp woman, Venie, anxious
to discover what had led to the fate of her dead child called
on a conjure-woman, Old Queenie, and her two snake daughters,
children "marked” by a "big rattlesnake pilot ’ fo dey was
bawn,” to look into the beyond. There is shown a weird ritual
which involved the eating of dried frogs, crow 1 s eggs and
strange herbs. The incantation of the old woman, supported by
her sixty years old "children” runs thus:
"Feathers, cakes r and beans and cawn.
Thumbs of de bastard son jist bawn.
Spider, wasp and field-mice tongue.
Devil’ s snuff and de dried dog brains,
’Oman’s scabs dat died in chains.
Ground calf-tongue and de black cat’
s
bone--
Black snake ile and rain- crow aig.
Puts de stren'th in the ghostes laig.
Make urn power of muscle and bone--
Come up, Miny, hyuh’ s yo’ own."
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The spell invoked v/as successful in this instance,
which satisfies the artistic urge of both creator and
spectator. Old Vonie actually saw her daughter, Minie,
and the father, himself responsible for the girl’ s ruin
and death, was forced to admit his guilt.
Folk-lore and legend have their part in the Carolina
Negro’s pattern of life. The most outstanding recital is
that of the strong and powerful John Henry. As soon as
the mysterious stranger of In the Valley announced to the
people whom he planned to exploit, that his ra me was John
Henry, he began to establish himself in their good graces,
for the name and fame of the greatest of all stevedores was
knovrn throughout the southland.
Henry: "i ain’t stranger. My name’s John Henry.
Farrow: (Furtively teasing.) "Any kin to the John Henry?"
Henry: (Cryptically) "Mebbe the same man."
Farrow: (Cunningly) "The same John Henry, you say?"
Henry: "Ain’t said, but mebbe so." (Singing impassively)
Heard mighty rumbling,
Heard mighty rumbling.
Heard mighty rumbling.
Under de ground.
Must be John Henry turning round.
Nine-pound hammer.
Nine-pound hammer.

Can 1 t kill me.
Well it can' t kill me.
Well it couldn't kill me.
(As if listening)
Up on de mountains
I hear John Henry crying
Farrow: "Foh Christ sake stop thati Who is you?"
Henry: "John Henry and not Stranger."
This assertion backed by clever tricks such as burying
money, and later giving definite directions as to where
hidden coin might be "discovered" served to deceive the
simple folk for a time. But the fact to be noted is that
the suggestion of the legendary figure of Negro fame was
enough to allow the claimant to his prowess, consideration
of marked degree.
,,
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9Fantasy and Humor
From what has been cited from the content of Green'
s
plays, one might suppose that the author has evidenced only
the ability to write serious, often depressing life history.
His work, as I have so far considered it, reflects, in the
main, problems involved in Negro-American life. But there
are offered, too, aspects that are decidedly light and gay.
I have referred to the fact that there has always been
a popular conception as to the Negroes’ "childishness." To
those who feel that "childish" is a happy word choice, I
might suggest the substitution of whimsical which attributes
a lightness and the ability to veer away from the sadness
which must accompany defeat of aim and action. The Negro,
inherently romantic, is able often to "escape" through the
channel of his imagination. Of this ability the spirituals,
with their concrete conceptions of eternal rewards, their
graphic descriptions of heaven and hell, are indicative.
Such titles as "in de Black Pit O' Satan," "in Bright Man-
sions Above," "De Gospel Train am Cornin'’,' "Swing Low Sweet
Chariot," are more than indications of faith; they are
picturizations of things unseen, made in part for the mere
joy of going over them again and again. And in truly a
whimsical vein:
,r '
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"I got shoes, you got shoes
All God* s chiHun got shoes
When I gits to Heab’n, goin’ a put on mah shoes
Goin’a walk all over God’s Heab’nl"
The No ’Count Boy further illustrates this lightness
of fancy. The central figure, a poor, immature, individual,
is represented as having a turn for music and a yearning to
ngo places and see things," Though he had never been perhaps
more than five miles from his home, a farm in eastern North
Carolina, so great was his desire to see the world, that he
pretended to himself and to others that he had traveled far.
He is interrogated by the girl, Pheelie:
Pheelie: "An’ you’ s seed a monstrous lot whan you travelled,
ain’t you? You has, I bet."
Boy: "I has dat— Lawd, Lawd."
Pheelie: (Dropping into the rocking chair) Has you seed any
big rivers and waters and sich?"
Boy: "Riversl Lawd, yeht"
Pheelie: "Has you been by a place whah a great river pours
over a steep hill roaring lak the judgment day?"
Boy: (Dropping on his knees and marking in the dirt as he
ponders.) "i dunno--Yeh, yeh, dat river was two miles wide an’
you had to stop yo’ yurs in a mile of it."
Pheelie: "Go on, go on, tell me some mo’ . Has you been in
any big towns?"
Boy: "Has I? I’s been in towns dat had streets so long dey
.i
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won’t no coinin’ to de end of ’em.”
Pheelie: "Was dere many people dere?”
Boy: "people’. Peoplei All kinds an' sizes. People runnin'
people walkin’
,
some wearin' diamont dresses and gold shoes.
Rich, my, my how rich! Ortymobiles as big as dat house wid
horns dat jar lak a earfquake an’ biler bustin' all at once,”
Thus the "no-count boyn managed a wordlv-wise attitude.
Too, he could make up tales of people and relate them inter-
spersing with the tunes which he improvised on his harmonica.
He entranced Pheelie with his account of "a nice gal whut
went away from home all dressed out in white an' died.” Said
i
he, "it’s 'titled ' De Coffin Songl" Quite carried away by
"de son-aj’ and its accompanying sound effects Pheelie was on
the point of deserting Enos, the staid and practical, and
roaming out into the wide alluring world as the boy begged
her to do. For the moment, she was swayed by a great inner
desire for romance, which responded to the boy’s enthusiasm.
Pheelie, too, was potentially an artist because of her love
for the artistic, however crude, her appreciation of the
free and unhampered, because she hated the sameness and the
stifling routine that life with Enos would, of necessity,
bring.
Humor is closely akin to the whimsy in the make-up of the
many-sided Negro. Negroes like to laugh, they stress jokes
and all forms of merry-making. This may, in the universal
\si
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scheme of things, be a natural compensation, for if these
age-long depressed people were bitter and sullen their
fate might have been, in the future might be, less tolerable.
Their capacity for loud laughter helps them over hard places.
Not only has Green, with his almost uncanny gift of appraisal
%
of a set of people not his own, inserted passages of whole-
some humor in his plays but with The Man Who Died at Twelve
0* Clock has demonstrated the Negro’ s humorous ingenuity.
Briefly, the plot is of a country girl and boy who attempted
to convince the former’ s grandfather that he had died and
had fallen into the hands of Satan. The young folks wanted
to get married and, because the old man would not consent to
give the girl her dowry, five hundred dollars, left in his
charge for her by her parents, the rogues planned to frighten
him into action. The humor is refreshing because the victim,
was most unwilling to prolong his meeting with the Devil, an
encounter which reduced him to such a state of abject fear
that he was ready to agree to any and all demands once re-
stored to life by the withdrawal of the "apparition."
Though the play is sheer comedy. Green has inadvertently
shown that the so-called new Negro can easily outwit the
old, slow thinking type and that the old type can be easily
dominated when at the mercy of a fundamental force, fear.
With the element of fear removed, the Negro may wax sufficient
ly assertive to contribute largely to the progress of the
rising generation. Another by-product of this presentation
.-
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is the showing that the Negro has a very decided talent
for mimicry (the hoy assumed the role of the Devil and in
thundering voice made accusations and demands).
Green has then, through his use of the humorous and
the whimsically fantastic added to the number of widely
varying angles from which may be built a fairly accurate
picture of peasant Negro life forces.
t.
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The Fundamental Struggle for Existence
There are those critics of the Negro peasant who insist
that he is fundamentally incompetent and will never, because
of mental lacks and inherent physical and moral weakness,
achieve beyond his prescribed status. I have reason to
believe that these ideas are most common among the whites in
certain sections of the country. Let me now, in the light
of the revelations offered through the medium of Green 1 s
plays attempt an explanation of the backward Negro 1 s apparent
tendency to remain static, socially and economically.
Bearing in mind always the attitude of the whites we
can see that there is slight possibility of the under-privi-
leged group 1 s having equal or indeed any considerable economic
opportunity. The colored people not only of North Carolina
but of an?,r and all similar regions, must content themselves
with the humblest, the most taxing physically, the poorest
paid jobs. In the instances in which some of progressive
turn have attempted to get away from the labor that by
inheritance is their lot, frustration has been the outcome.
They have been defeated by opposition from whites and blacks,
they have been conquered by their own physical and spiritual
29
shortcomings. Says Barrett Clark in reviewing In Abraham 1 s
Bosom :
29
Clark, Barrett: Paul Green
,1
.
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’’The full-length work is one of the most
beautiful and tragic of all modern plays. The
character of Abraham is carried through seven
scenes, each one showing a crisis in the hero’s
heartbreaking struggle to broaden his limited
mental horizon. With the help of his white
father he is enabled to dos ome studying; he
even succeeds in opening a small school for
Negroes. But every time he is on the point
of success he finds himself thwarted. Now,
his tragedy is not altogether the tragedy of
the Negro in a white man’ s world; as a matter
of fact, his failure lies ultimately within
himself, attributable to his shortcomings as
a human being. If Abraham had not been a
Negro, he would still have had to face the
same obstacles that bring about his tragic
failure. That is why the play is something
more than a document or a play about Negroes."
We may read into this a realization on the part of Mr.
/
Clark that the spirit cannot soar when the body is weak, and
when human passions such as anger, fear, and hatred are al-
lowed to run rampant. Spiritual growth must be sustained
by mental, and both must be bolstered by physical stability.
It is easy to see that an individual, hard pressed by the
primary urge to secure food and shelter, has little time to
foster possible yearnings tov/ard things non-essential in
the struggle for existence. His days stretch over long hours
of hard labor in hot fields in summer; long hours df enforced
idleness in uncomfortable cabins in winter. His nights
serve only to renew his strength for the grind of the ensuing
days. What time, what inspiration can an individual so
driven have to dream of personal development, to catch an
idea as to the establishment of fairer relations between him-

self and his employer, to formulate, no matter how crudely
or vaguely, an ethical code? With inadequate schools, even
churches; with libraries, theatres, all social agencies of
improvement denied what does the Negro whom we have been
considering or his counterpart to be found in every rural
district of the backward south have to arouse and stimulate
him? Contacts and associations of the right sort inspire.
The average man fortunately placed, visualizes only to a
limited extent and is incapable of conceiving improvement or
development in the abstract. Small wonder thnt the Negroes,
shut off from the world or contacting a hostile segment
of it, are unable to do more than eke out existence for
themselves and their families and make painfully slow ad-
vance by means of shafts of intuition, or along lines of imi-
tation of t hose whose lives are inevitably linked with
theirs. When we remember that the American-Negro fa deprived
of the advantages that raise living from a fundamental and
routine procedure to a spiritualized, glorious activity, we
must, in fairness, concede that it is largely because of
certain weaknesses of democracy that the weakest link in
America’ s chain is no stronger. The fact that the Negro
exhibits in no few aspects and to no slight degree, powers of
assimilation and adaptibility would indicate that he would
respond quickly to influences with trend toward the better,
the really worthwhile life, if he were but exposed to them.
'•
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THE VALUE OP THE MATERIAL CONSIDERED
We have considered some important phases of and
factors in Negro life as exhibited in certain sections of
the south. What may well be asked is the value of the points
brought out and enlarged? Why, aside from personal interest,
is it advantageous to establish the facts I have attempted?
Briefly, I shall sum up the conceived worth of this material.
First, as was said in the early part of the discussion,
my references have been made only to the Negroes of certain
remote regions of the great south of America. But the geog-
raphical limitation does not detract from the value of the
findings. In order to get a clear, a true picture of the
American Negro one must be cognizant of all phases of Negro
life. Green has acquainted the readers of his Negro American
folk-plays and the theatre public before whom they have been
produced with unfamiliar types. Therein lies the first point
of value.
Second, Green has shown that there are many aspects of
the Negro and the white American situation; that there are
currents and cross currents of racial affiliation recognized
by both sides. He has revealed that there are wide rifts not
only between colored and white people but too, between the
former themselves. There is the deplorable fact that Negroes
are not allied in a common stand for advancement or for a
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common purpose socially and economically. These lacks
indicate weakness in the unity of people who should be firmly
banded to fight a good fight. Those altruistic all Americans
v/ho are prompted to champion the cause of the man furthest
down should know the points that need strengthening. Green’s
plays, therefore, furnish facts that may be used by those
who may, asfriends, rise to the defense of these people not
in strategic position to defend themselves.
And last, by revealing that within the humbler circles
of the Negro race there are those who have given evidence
unmistakeable of the ability to progress, those who have
contributed to the progress of others, those wbo are touched
by idealistic forces, those again who have little or no
interest in any phase of abstract values, in any form of
progress, by revealing these things, Green has made clear
that any society is a whole in that it is the sum of its
parts. He forecasts that the Utopian society will be estab-
lished on the principle of individual worth and individual
potentialities. Then any individual who can serve society
well will be conceded the privilege of so doing without
regard to race or creed.
4ft
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have considered those elements in Paul Green 1 s
pla7/s that seem most significant, namely, the white man 1 s
attitude toward the Negro, the Negro 1 s attitude toward the
white man, the attitude of the old Negro toward the new and
the attitude of the new Negro toward the old. We have
established some facts as to the social and intellectual
progress of the Negro; the tragedy of inter-racial alliances
and the force of religious nnd superstitious traditions.
Fantasy and humor as contributing factors to the picture
we have included and some observations on the Negro 1 s struggle
for existence. All of these topics are universal in their
appeal when linked with the consideration of a minority
group. We may assume that anywhere in the world, any
minority group might be so observed with, of course, some
reservations as to racial antipathies, and physical differences
many times removed. But in a conflict between the weak and
the strong these topics might serve in a study of social
history. Green, therefore, though limited by writing of
"his people" as he affectionately calls his neighbors, black
as well as white, is writing of and for all the oppressed
and backward peoples of the world.
For this reason, his plays closely approximate true
folk-drama, the boast of countries more closely knit in the
elements of their population.
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The future of the Negro-American is as uncertain as
any future is, as uncertain as futures always have been.
Uncertainty, however, does not daunt the true believer.
Those who realize the obstacles that confront the black
American, those who are aware of his gradually developing
capacity to overcome them, those who know that many Negroes
who have advantages are doing all in their power to assist
the less fortunate, those who know all this contemplate the
future without feat.
But no matter how much faith one may have in the
Nogro-American 1 s ability to work out his o wn salvation, one
must concede the great value of the literature that educates
all Americans to the race problem. When that literature is
contributed by a white man, it is particularly of weight.
Through the medium of his Negro-American folk plays, Paul
Green has been established not only as an artist but as a
social historian whose documented material in regard to the
Negro peasant of North Carolina constitutes some of the
significant literature of the day.
L
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